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coda to his remarkable tenure as the leader of the National Rifle Association, Wayne LaPierre, the group's current executive
vice president, left the organization Monday, arguing in a column in Breitbart.com that the NRA had been used by President

Donald Trump to make the millions of people in America who own guns feel a sense of political empowerment, so their
influence could be used to pass the president's agenda. LaPierre, the longtime NRA executive who had been a fervent
defender of the NRA's lobbying arms, has found himself the subject of a sharp backlash to his efforts to hold Trump's

administration and the Republican congressional majority accountable. The NRA, and conservatives in general, are widely
viewed as having not only failed to block much of Trump's agenda but actually become some of its most ardent supporters.
"My organization and my family are officially no longer associated with the NRA," LaPierre said in the column. "They may

have thought the NRA was the good guys, but this administration and some of its allies in Congress were the bad guys." In his
last weeks at the NRA, LaPierre argued that the group was the "only civil rights organization working full time, 24/7 to make

the United States a safer place," pointing to the NRA's defense of "the Second Amendment right of Americans to own,
purchase, possess, and use firearms and ammunition for hunting and personal self-defense." LaPierre pointed to a series of

mass shootings and gun-related deaths under the Obama and the Trump administrations in which the NRA was not used as an
intermediary to demand politicians address the "public health crisis" of gun violence. "In fact, the NRA did the opposite of
everything you would think a gun control organization would do," he wrote. "The only thing the NRA did to stop a series of

horrific attacks committed by madmen was to help those attacks succeed." In one instance, LaPierre pointed out that the
NRA pushed back against the Obama administration's attempts to bolster background checks for gun buyers, arguing that

such a change could leave people vulnerable to criminals. 3da54e8ca3
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